
Evan Thomas bridge restores access to Peter Lougheed Park 
 

Kananaskis Country was hit hard by the flooding that occurred in the area June 20. Highway 40 provides 
critical access to our provincial park system. With the flooding, Highway 40 suffered extensive damage 
preventing crews from accessing the Kananaskis region. Less than a week after the flooding, Alberta 
Transportation staff and contractors had converted the gaping holes and washed out bridge on the Trans 
Canada at Cougar Creek into a two-lane, unpaved highway. A week after this critical re-opening of 
Alberta’s national transportation corridor, crews had opened 20 km of Highway 40 from the intersection 
of Highway 68 to the Wedge Pond Day Area in Kananaskis Country. As of July 11, another 22 km of 
gravel and paved road will provide motorists with access to Peter Lougheed Provincial Park, taking 
motorists as far as the winter gates. 

 
As these photos demonstrate, the Evan Thomas bridge on Highway 40 was completely washed out. To 
restore access over the Evan Thomas bridge and into Peter Lougheed Park, Alberta Transportation 
arranged for the installation of a pre-fabricated, temporary bridge structure that will accommodate 
single lane traffic over the crossing. Gravel approach ramps have been constructed to allow traffic onto 
the bridge. Work to restore two-way traffic on the Evan Thomas bridge is ongoing, and expected to be 
complete in the coming week. The temporary structure at Evan Thomas bridge can accommodate all 
regular highway loads. Loads that require special oversize permits will not be allowed access. 

 
The infrastructure damage caused by the floods in Southern Alberta last month is like nothing this 
province has seen before. Alberta Transportation regional staff, together with our highway maintenance 
contractors, have done an exceptional job of responding quickly to identify and assess affected roads 
and bridges. Rebuilding will take time. Road by road, bridge by bridge we are getting there. 



• Evan Thomas bridge washed out by flood debris 
 

 



• Evan Thomas bridge washed out as viewed from above 
 

 



• Highway 40 washed out by flooding 

 



Work on Highway 40 as temporary bridge structure at Evan Thomas installed 
 

 



 Evan Thomas bridge with temporary structure in place

 



• Evan Thomas temporary bridge structure creates single-lane access 
 

 



• Evan Thomas bridge access restored 
 

 


